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There are examples of non-linear evolution equations in mathematical 
physics for which the Cauchy problem is incompletely solved globally-in- 
time for even the simplest boundary conditions. Two typical, important 
examples are the Navier-Stokes equations 
v ’ s(t) = 0, s,+(s*V)s-v*vs=- $b 
and the Vlasov equation 
In both cases, the existence of global weak solutions is known for large 
classes of initial values [4,5]. However, the existence of classical and unique 
solutions, even for very smooth initial values, has only been proved locally, 
and bifurcations of the solutions after some time interval cannot be excluded. 
More specifically, such bifurcations could, e.g., for the Vlasov equation, 
occur at points (t, x, u) where the right side of the characteristic system 
becomes ingular. Unfortunately, such a behaviour cannot be ruled out with 
the methods available so far; the problem is open. 
The situation is similar for the Navier-Stokes equations. Many experts in 
this field do indeed believe that there are initial values for which infinite 
velocities s(t) occur and bifurcations develop. Unfortunately, there is na 
satisfying example. 
As mentioned above, there are weak solutions that exist beyond any 
critical time (bifurcation time). If one believes that bifurcation phenomena 
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are related to turbulence, a proper description of non-uniqueness in 
mathematical terms would enable us to give a strict definition of turbulence. 
The statistical solution yields a concept hat seems to be appropriate for this 
project. This concept goes back to Heisenberg, but has been dealt with in 
detail more recently by Foias [3], Ladyzhenskaya [6,7], and others. 
The idea of statistical solutions is simple: Introduce probability measures 
on the function spaces in which the original problem is solved. These 
measures are to evolve in time according to the dynamics given by the 
equation. A new equation for the measures ,uI is obtained most simply by 
assuming unique solvability of the original problem. In the resulting equation 
the measures occur only linearly; moreover, this equation makes sense even 
if the original problem is not uniquely solvable! Now, any measure-valued 
function t -+pl solving the last equation is called a “statistical solution” of 
the equation. 
The existence of statistical solutions for the two examples mentioned 
above is well known [ 1,3]. On this new level of consideration, non- 
uniqueness of the original problem would manifest itself as follows: There 
are initial a-measures which do not stay a-measures but split up in some way 
after some time. This would also be the desired definition of turbulence. 
For our examples, no such statistical solution has been found so far. 
Furthermore, non-uniqueness of the original problem seems to entail non- 
uniqueness of statistical solutions [6], such that the previous difficulties 
occur again on a different level. 
Therefore, it seems to be meaningful to study the concept of statistical 
solutions for more simple examples, where non-uniqueness can be observed 
explicitly. In this work we are going to consider a Cauchy problem 
A?= f(x), x(0) = 0, (1) 
for which non-unique solvability will be assumed. The equation of the 
statistical solution of (1) is then a weak form of the Liouville equation 
belonging to (1). If the measures ,u~ have differentiable densities h(t, .), one 
gets the classical form 
h, + (f(x) ’ h), = 0. (2) 
However, because the evolution of discrete initial measures is of special 
interest here, (2) will only be considered in weak form. The appropriate 
solution concept will be given in Section 1. Section 2 is needed to elaborate 
the technical details, which enable us to present all solutions in Section 3 and 
4. In Section 5 some important special cases and an example are studied. We 
finish by drawing conclusions on the ability of the solution concept to 
explain turbulence. 
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1. STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS 
To obtain the solution concept, we make a few assumptions about the 
basic initial value problems that will be abandoned again later on. We 
suppose that the Cauchy problem 
i = f(x), x(0) = x, (1’) 
admits a global unique solution for all x,, E R (this holds, e.g., if f is 
globally Lipschitz continuous). Then there is a family of diffeomorphisms 
S(t): R + m, t E [O, a), 
such that S(t) x,, is the solution of (1’). We have S(0) = id. Now let ,D,, be an 
arbitrary probability measure on R. Let 
Cl@) :=Powr*4 (3) 
for all Bore1 sets A in R. Then @@)A) =~&4) implies that ~1~ is the 
measure resulting from p0 by the dynamics given by S(t). 
Next let w E Ci([O, co) x R) be an arbitrary test function. An application 
of the transformation theorem for integrals and formal differentiation yield 
d j- w(t, x)dcl,(x) = -$j- w(t, s(t) x) ho(x) z 
= l [wtk S(t) x) + f Gw x) * W&, S(t) x)] &o@) 
= I [w, + f (xl WA (6 xl 4dx) 
and, integrating from 0 to co, we get 
j” J- [ wt + f(x) w, 14,(x) dt + j NO, xl 44x) = 0. 
0 
DEFINITION. A measure-valued mapping [0, co) + M, , 
t-t/$, 
is said to be a statistical solution of 1= f(x) for the initial value cl,,, if (4) 
holds for all w E Ct((O, co) x R) (M, denotes the set of all probability 
measures on R). 
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Remarks. (a) Equation (4) does not contain S(t) explicitly. Hence (4), 
different from (3), makes sense even if (1’) is not uniquely solvable for all 
x0. It is exactly this generalization that makes the new solution concept 
interesting. So the assumption of unique solvability of (1’) will be abandoned 
now. 
(b) If one asks for weak solutions of the Cauchy problem 
h, + df(x) * h), = 0, WA * ) = ho, h, E cm, 
then, after multiplication with w E Ci([O, 00) X I?) and partial integration, 
one finds 
jm j [ wt + f(w) wx] h(t, x) dx dt + j ~(0, x) h,(x) dx = 0. (5) 
0 
This is again (4), if the probability measures p,, and ,u~ have densities h, and 
h(t, .), respectively. Hence a statistical solution of A! = f(x) is a “generalized 
weak solution” of (2), and (2) is the Liouville equation belonging to (1). 
(c) We shall see that (4) can actually contain more information than 
(5). There are examples of equations with statistical solutions, which, for an 
initial value h, E L !+, do not always belong to L ‘+ , but only to M, . 
2. REDUCING THE GENERALITY 
The purpose of this paper is the mathematical analysis of a very special 
question-that is, how does non-unique solvability of a Cauchy problem 
manifest itself in statistical solutions. Therefore, in order to be able to 
describe the statistical solutions as simply as possible, we shall make a few 
assumptions on the autonomous equation (1). These assumptions will 
simplify our calculations without destroying the essential effects. We require 
that 
(a) f: R + R + is continuous; 
(b) f: ~\Pl-+~+ is Lipschitz continuous; 
(c) 0 is the only stationary point of JJ = f(x); 
(d) 1= f(x), x(O) = 0 has a positive solution 
x(t) = T:, 0, t E (0, t*), 
where (0, t*) is the maximal existence interval in R + . 
(e) for every solution T;a of i = f(x), x(O) = a < 0, there is a finite 
time z(a) such that T,;,,,o a = 0 and Ti a < 0 for 0 Q t < z(a). The mapping 
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r: (-co, 0) + (0, co) defined in this way must then be one-to-one and dif- 
ferentiable. 
Requirements (c) and (a) imply lim,,, Th 0 = co. Thus, for each x0 > 0, 
there is a uniquely determined tE (0, t*) such that x,, = T$, 0. A solution 
passing through x, > 0 at time t, > 0 is then 
TI++T-to,O 0, T E (to - t; t* + c, - f). 
For each lo > 0, we define a mapping uto: (0, co) --t IR by 
Ulo(XO) := t, - t 
with the f introduced above. ol,(xO) is the time when the solutions passing 
through (x0, to) left 0. If this time is negative, then the trajectory T:+T+,~ 0 
contains exactly one point (a, 0), where a > 0. Hence Tz+T+,,o 0 is an 
extension of the trajectory T&, a, t E [0, t* - a,,,(~,)), which is a solution of 
the Cauchy problem i = f(x), x(0) = a > 0. 
If B,~(x,J is positive, then 
is a solution belonging to J = f(x), x(0) = 0. 
The mappings utO, 1, E IR, , and the mapping r introduced above will be 
needed for the constructions in the next sections; in particular, we need ul, on 
the interval (0, Tz,o 0), where u10 takes positive values. For C, > t*, let 
T& 0 = co. We have added the + and - indices to the solution operator 
T in order to distinguish the solutions in 5 + and IR _ . This notation will be 
useful in the following sections. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF STATISTICAL SOLUTIONS 
We will now construct statistical solutions explicitly. In this section, this is 
done by a rather intuitive approach, which rests on the physical background. 
The next section will then be devoted to the rigorous verification of (4). 
Assume for the moment that ,u,, is absolutely continuous with density 
h&L:, and let ( h,,(x) du = 1. We write h,,(x) = u(x) + v(x), where 
U(X) = 0 for all x > 0 and V(X) = 0 for all x < 0. Then, among all solutions 
of the Cauchy problems 1= f(x), x(0) = a ( 0, we choose those “not 
stopping in 0)‘: 
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x(t) = T; a, t Q $a> 
= c.mlQ t > r(a). 
The following absolutely continuous solution of (4) corresponds to these 
solutions: 
h(t, x) := u(T,; x) - W,; x> ax , x<o 
V,: xl :=v(T,:x) + ax , 
Here T,; and Tit have been used as abbreviations for (T&l and (TL)-‘, 
respectively. The derivatives in (6) exist because of the assumptions made in 
Section 2. That (6) actually solves (5) will follow as a special case from the 
more general considerations below. 
Now we admit arbitrary probability measures cl,, as initial values. Other 
possible evolutions of ,uu, than the one given by (6) can be found as follows: 
Let puo represent an accumulation of a large number of identical particles, 
such that j, dpO is the “relative number of particles” in the set A, and let all 
these particles move according to 1= f(x). Then Tt,,, T;I, yield the trajec- 
tories of particles, where a particle can “rest” in 0 as long as it “wants.” 
Equation (6) is regained if no particle stays in 0 for any time. Other trajec- 
tories (and statistical solutions) are obtained if a particle arriving at time s in 
0 is left there for some arbitrary “waiting time” t’ and leaves 0 at time s + t’ 
on the trajectory TL,-,,,,O. 
To put this heuristic observations into a stochastic frame, let (Pt}tSIO,oo) be
a family of substochastic measures on [0, co), such that (a) supp P, c [t, ~0) 
and (b) t--t P,(A) is measurable for each Bore1 set A c [0, co). P,(A) can be 
interpreted as the probability that a particle arriving at time t leaves 
“during” A. Using the “waiting measures” P,, we define transition 
probabilities P(t, a, E) by 
fyt, a, E) := d,,, (E) ifa > 0 
:= P&,(E n (0, T,t, 01)) + (1 - J’,W, 0)) 4@) 
ifa=O 
:= ~,,~o,(E) if (1 < 0 and t < r(u) (7) 
:= P,du,(En (0, T:, 01)) + (1 -h@, 9)) &dE) 
ifa<Oandt>t(a). 
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In analogy to the theory of Markov process, we introduce operators 
HT : M, --t M, describing the forward evolution in time of a measure ,u, which 
is determined by the P(t, a, E) [ 21. 
HP [PO l(W := cm x9 E) 4%(x>. (8) 
We claim that pt:= HF [,u,] is a statistical solution of 1= f(x) for the initial 
measure p,. In the Markov case, {fl} would be the dual semigroup 
belonging to the underlying Markov process (hence the notation). However, 
not for every choice of P, does a Markov process result. This can be seen 
from simple examples, where the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is 
violated. 
For {P,} = {6,} and absolutely continuous initial value with density 
h, = u + Y as above, (8) yields again (6). To see this, let w E C,#R) and 
assume supp w c [0, TA 0] with a fixed t. This is sufficient because the P, 
have no influence on ,u, outside of [0, T& 01. 
Then 
j R W(Y) dHT bo I(Y) = j” j” W(Y) P(t, XT 4~) u(x) dx -m 0 
0 = 
I I 
T&J 
W(Y) u(x) dP,,&(A) dx -co 0 
0 t = I I 44 w(~t-‘b9) dP,,&) dx -* 0 
0 
= I 4x) Nut-‘(++) dx r-‘(t) 
j 
T&J 
= w(x) W’ o at(x)) * 
w’ “4X)> dx 
ax 9 
0 
which proves the assertion. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We recall the main properties of the P,: 
(a) SUPP P,= [t, 001, 
(b) t + P,(A) is measurable for each Bore1 set A c [0, co). 
THEOREM. For every family of substochastic measures {P, } on [0, co) 
with properties (a) and (b), ,u, = HF [,uo] is a statistical solution of 1= f(x). 
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Proof: We have to verify (4). Thus, let w E Ci([O, co) X R). Then 
co II co [wt + f(x) w,l &t(x) dt 0 -m 
a, 00 
= 
li [wt + f(x) w,l9,@) dt 0 *,3 
O” + II *” [w, + f(x) w,] dpl(x) dt 0 0 
w + II ’ [w, + f(x) w,] dpt(x) dt = I + II + III, 0 -02 
and the integrals I, II, and III will be calculated separately. Since not only 
absolutely continuous measures are involved, we have to make precise which 
boundaries belong to which integrals: In I the inner integral is taken over 
(TA 0, co), in II over [0, T$O], and in III over (-co, 0). This has to be kept 
in mind to understand the following calculations. 
[wt + f . w,l(t, a) W, xv da) &o(x) dt 
OD = li m [wl+f. w,l(t, ~:+Go(-Wt 0 0 
m = I( O” f [w(t, T; x)] dt &o(x) = - jm ~(0, x) &o(x), 0 0 0 
where (7), Fubini’s theorem, and the definition of T’ have been used. The 
calculation of II is more complicated. 
II= joa c_,, joTi0 [w, + f . w,l(t, a) P(t, x, da) &o(x) dt 
=jomj~,joT”” [wt + f * wxl(4 a) w,cx, o o,)(a) &o(x) dt 
00 TAO 
+ II [wt + f * W&9 a) 0 0 
X 
I ’ (1 - P&K’, 9)) Co(x) da,(a) dt r-‘(t) 
=pj:,~: [w, + fw& 0; ‘(s)) fl,,x,(s) deco(x) dt
+ I m wt(t, 0) j” (1 - P,,x,W 0))dcro(x) dt. 0 r-w 
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The last identity follows since f(0) = 0 by 2.(c). Substituting in the first term 
of the last sum s = r(r), we get 
II= 6 r, ,f-; [wk o;‘(@))l fl,,&(8) ho(x) dt 
0 co 
+ 
I I wt(c ON1 - P,,x,Wv t))) dt dclo(x) -cc T(X) 
- j” 
-a, 
47(x), 0) &o(x) + j” jm w(tv 0) dP,,,,W 9o(x). 
--oo T(X) 
Partial integration has been applied in the last identity, and we have also 
used P TCXj( [0,7(x))) = 0. The first term in the last sum becomes 
r, j:, jr;[, f IWO, ~;‘@W)l dt dP,,,,(W dclo(x) 
0 0 
=- 
I i MO 0) @,,x,W) &o(x) --co -a, 
0 a, 
=- 
I I w(t, 0) dP,,,,W &o(x), -cc S(X) 
such that II = - (“, 143(7(x), 0) dp,(x). The calculation of III remains. We 
get 
II1 =r,” r* j”, [w, + .fw,](t, a) P(t, x, da) &o(x) df 
=jo7:,j:, [w, + fw,l(b a) d&(4 &o(x) df 
00 
jj 
r-'(f) 
= [w, + fw,l(t, Gx) &o(x) dt 
0 -cc 
cc 
II 
r-W) d 
= 
0 
--m 5 [w(t, %x)1 Q,(x) dt 
0 
= 
I i -m :(x’ $ [‘+‘<t, T; x)1 dt C,(x) 
= .r ‘, [47(x), 0) - wux XII 6d-e 
Summing up I-III proves the assertion of the theorem. 
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5. SOME SPECIAL CASES-AN EXAMPLE 
We consider only absolutely continuous probability measures P,, with 
density U. Let u(x) = 0 for x G? [x,,, 01, where x,, < 0 is arbitrary but fixed. 
The following cases are of special interest: 
(1) P, = 0 for all t E (0, 03). 
No particle gets beyond 0; for t > 5(x0), the solution is 6,. 
(2) pt = 4wo,3 t < r(xo) 
= 0, 
The particles accumulate in 0 and leave all at time 5(x,,). The solution for 
t > eo) is ~,:_~(xoI ,O’Actually, for any Bore1 set E, and for t > t(x,), 
pu,(E) = j” P(t, x, E) - u(x) dx 
x0 
= I O P*,x,cJ,(E n (09 GW) 4x1 dx *cl 
O + 1 (1 - P,(X,B t)) 60(E) 4x) dx x0 
where J” u dx = 1 has been taken into account. The calculation is similar for 
t = T(Xo). 
(3) If ,u, is absolutely continuous, a solution t --+& such that pI is 
absolutely continuous for all t is given by (6). As t --) ,u~ is mass conserving 
@,(lR) =,u~(R)), this is the only absolutely continuous solution given by (8). 
In fact, let h(t, x) be the solution given in (6). If g(t, x) is another absolutely 
continuous solution, we have necessarily g(t, x) = h(t, x) in {(t, x); t > 0, 
x < 0 or t > 0, x > TLO} since in these regions the evolution of p. is 
uniquely determined by the trajectories T&x and T,x, respectively. So, let 
us assume that for to > 0 we have g(to, s ) # h(t,, .) on [0, ~~+,O]. Then 
there must be an x0 E [0, TG,o 0] such that jzQ g(to, x) dx # (c, h(t,, x) dx, 
where % := Ti,, 0. Let tl:= utO(xo) and x1 := T;f,,O. The mass conservation 
implies that 
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(9) 
On the other hand, we know already that 
I c0 g(tl,x)dx= ja w, 9 x) dx -cc --co 
and 
i 
0 
g(tl, x) dx + 
i 
m &,x)dx= j" h(t,, x) dx + 
I 
mh(tl,x)dx. 
-a, Xl -m XI 
Hence 1‘;’ g(ti , x) dx = & h(t,, x) dx, contradicting (9). 
The equation 1= m is a characteristic example for our investigations. 
In this case T,x, = - ((-x0)“* - t/2)’ and T;< = - ((-<)‘/* + t/2)* if 
x0, [ < 0. For r(xo) one finds r(xo) = 2(-x,)“*. Moreover, TAO = t*/4, and 
T&x, = (xf’ + t/2)’ for x, > 0, and hence T&r = (ruz - t/2)* for r > t*/4. 
For 0 < < < t*/4, al(<) = t - 2< “* . Therefore, r- ‘(a,(Q) = - a,(<)*/4 =: x0, 
and < = (t/2 - (-xt*)* = a;‘(r(x,)). 
The general statistical solution is obtained by inserting these expressions 
into (7) and (8). If all “waiting measures” P, are absolutely continuous with 
densities pt, and if the initial value flo is absolutely continuous with density 
ho = u + u as in Section 3, we get the solutions 
u(-((-x)“’ + l/2)2) * (1 + t/(2(-x)“*)), x<o 
do(x) * j” u(a) 1 - 
--fY4 
[ j 
2(--a)VZ 
P2(-@VZ (s) ds] da 
+x-v2 O 
1 
U(a)P*(-a)v* (t - 2x”*) da, 
-(t/*-x”)* 
v((x"2 - t/2)“‘) * (1 - 1/(2x”*)), 
0 < x < t*/2 (10) 
x > t2/4. 
6. REMARKS 
The theory developed above admits, of course, generalizations for more 
complicated situations. For example more than one bifurcation point of the 
solutions of 1= f(x) can be dealt with by simply treating the bifurcation 
points one by one. One could also think about considering non-autonomous 
equations. The most important conclusion to be drawn from our calculations 
is that each initial value puo admits an infinite number of statistical solutions. 
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This is a negative result inasmuch as the statistical solution alone seems to 
be insuffkient to explain turbulence because otherwise a b-measure would 
have to evolve uniquely. Additional criteria seem to be necessary to select 
the “correct” physical solution. Suggestions for such criteria can be found in 
[3, pp. 99ff]. At present, however, there seem to be more questions in this 
field than answers. 
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